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Scheller fight continues
By Joanne Griffith Domingue
Spartan Daily Staff Kilter
San Jose State University officials
avoided a police confrontation when
they stopped asbestos abatement at
Scheller house Tuesday morning.
A restraining order, served Sept. 22,
forbids the university from any physical
demolition-related activity, Including
removal of contents or any part of the
1904 building on the corner of Fifth and
San Carlos streets.

On Sept. 23, the university began
asbestos abatement at the property.
"Asbestos abatement is not demolition, so it does not violate the
restraining order," SJSU President J.
Handel Evans said Tuesday at a press
conference.
The attorney for the Preservation
Action Council, Susan Brandt-Hawley,
disagreed.
"Clearly it is a blatant violation of the
restraining order. The university is in

See page 3...
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’Three strikes’ law

contempt of court. I am shocked they
would have done this," she said.
The current asbestos abatement work
began Sept. 23, the day after the restraining order took effect.
"But they worked inside so no one was
aware of the work going on," BrandtHawley said.
Tom Simon, a member of PAC, learned
of the asbestos work Tuesday morning
See Order, page 6

Blowing glass with class

JEANETTE L. HANNASPARTAN DANN

Graduate student Katrina Hude creates a glass sculpture on
Friday. She blows air into a glass sculpture while it is still hot.

Three little
kitties take
residence at
Scheller house.
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The ceramics and glass studios are located in the Industrial
Studies building.

Opponents argue
initiative is costly
Violent felons would receive life
By A.J. Nomai
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

As the Nov. 8 election looms on
the horizon, the battle over
Proposition 184 is pitting advocates for tough criminal sentences against those who feel the
initiative is too costly and targets
the wrong criminals.
Proposition 184 aims to take
repeat, violent felons off the
street and put them behind bars
for life. Going by the pseudonym
"three strikes and you’re out,"
Proposition 184 mandates strict
sentencing guidelines for violent
felons convicted of a third felony.
According to Leo McElroy, campaign director for "No on 184," the
proposition does not target violent criminals.
"Under this law we put away
a lot of non-violent criminals
for life and we can’t afford it,"
McElroy said.
Rod Rimmer, executive director
of the Three Strikes and You’re
Out Committee, disagreed.
"This initiative targets career
criminals who hurt people and
cannot or have not been rehabilitated," he said.
According to the text, Proposition 184 will increase prison
sentences for second and third
felony convictions. After a first
violent felony conviction, the sentence for a second felony conviction, not limited to a serious or
violent felony, would be doubled.
A third felony conviction, not
necessarily a violent or serious
felony, will result in a sentence
of
life
imprisonment.
The
minimum sentence for the third
felony would be either triple
the term of the conviction, 25
years, or a term of the court’s
choice. The greater of the three

would be the minimum sentence.
The counting of strikes would
begin at the age of 16.
Proposition 184 will also do
away with alternatives to state
prison, making it mandatory for a
convicted felon to go directly to
state prison. The court will not
have the choice of probation, drug
treatment, education or other proSee Initiative, page 6

Local effects

Felon arrested
by UPD up for
’three strikes’
By Stacey Hewitt
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

It may be "three strikes and
you’re out" in the November trial
for a felon with a laundry list of
prior convictions who was arrested by a University Police officer
in June.
Jeffrey Hobbs, 35, was arrested
by
UPD officer
Marianne
Derbyshire June 21 for allegedly
driving recklessly while evading a
police officer and possessing a
concealed dagger. He also had a
prior warrant out for his arrest
for evading a police officer
The two prior felony strikes
that will be considered in the
trial are for residential burglary
and assault with a firearm. Hobbs
was sentenced to an eight-year
prison term for these crimes
along with crimes involving auto
See Felon, page 6

Scuba class gives power to disabled students Stabbing
suspects
unknown

Lana M Jang

Spartan Oath staff Writer

major
Christine
English
Fitzgerald has practiced her scuba
diving skills for two and a half
years and this semester she may
dive in the Pacific Ocean for the
first time.
"I am not one to shrink against a
challenge," Fitzgerald said.
Monday, Fitzgerald slipped on
her equipment with the help of
her instructor Frank Degnan. She
then slipped out of her
wheelchair and into the
Spartan Complex pool,
where she put on her
tank.
She is a member of
Diving with Disabilities
(DWD), a San Jose State
University organization that offers
people with various disabilities the
opportunity to train and practice
scuba diving in a social and fun
atmosphere.
Jeff Jokinen, environmental studies major, found out about the club
through Disabled Student Services
three semesters ago.
"After one night, they could
never get rid of me," Jokinen said.
Jokinen, a wheelchair-user with
cerebral palsy, is certified with
an 0-2 level. The 0-2 level means
that the diver can rescue him or
herself but still needs to be accom-

panied by two certified divers,
called buddies.
Members are certified through
the National Instructors Association for Divers with Disabilities
when they show proficiency in the
required skills.
Levels range from 0-1, divers
that can assist others and themselves, to 0-3, divers that cannot
assist themselves and has to dive
with one certified diver and one
certified rescue diver.
Divers in the 0-2 through
0-3 level are proficient in
scuba diving and the rescue
procedures, but they are not
physically ready or able to
rescue themselves or Others, DWD President Degnan
said.
Jokinen uses one-pound weights
In his boots to keep the lower part
of his body in control. Buoyancy
control is one of the more important aspects of diving.
Other concerns members with
disabilities have are temperature
fluctuations and impaired movement from the wetsuit once they
are In ocean.
Diving in the water provides a
freedom from gravity that members with limited use of their legs
deal with every day.
Jokinen and Fitzgerald. both
See Diving, page 6

’Scuba diving provides a challenge, some exercise,
freedom and social interaction for students. It is also
helpful in rehabilitation and recreation. It makes
people feel good and helps build trust.’

By Michelle Maitre
Spartan Dans Stall %Mar

Frank Degnan
President. Divers with Disabilities
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Christine Fitzgerald, Diving with Disabilities
club member, gets help putting on her scuba
goggles from club president Frank Degnan at

Monday night’s meet in the indoor Spartan
Complex pool. Degnan, an SJS1.1 student.
has been teaching for 10 years.
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No suspects have been identified in the stabbing of a man
who collapsed at Seventh and
San Fernando streets Monday.
San Jose Police Department
spokesperson Louis Quezada
said.
Quezada said the victim,
who wished to remain anonymous, was stabbed as he got
out of his car ,utside the
Lucky’s store on Santa Clara
St rect.
He did not suffer any life.
threatening injuries. He was
treated and released" from San
Jose Medical Center, Quezada
said. "The suspects have not
been identified and are still
outstanding,"
Police
University
Department spokesperson Lt.
Bruce Lowe said there is "a
possibility" the incident was
drug- and gang-related.
understanding
"It’s
my
there’s an ongoing investigation in that area," I we said.
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Scheller house humanizes campus
dote to institutional architecture III this campus. It is a counterpoint to monolithic cement
blocks.
An historic, wooden building
humanizes blacktop and stucco.
Visitors to San Francisco or
Boston or even Harvard Yard in
Cambridge, Mass. are charmed
by the warmth and unique qualities of the old buildings which
are restored and maintained in
their original location.
Saving Scheller house is good
stewardship.
The materials and details
parquet hardwood floors, redwood beams, beveled glass,
Palladian windows, the craftsmanship in the coved ceilings
should not be crushed and sent
to a land-fill.
Preserving the house is the

Scheller house should be
saved, and it should be saved
where it is on Fifth and San
Carlos streets.
The university should set an
example to the community that
values
buildings from
it
the past.
Scheller house is part of this
downtown neighborhood, and
our present is diminished when
we simply bulldoze away
the past.
To move the house is better
than to demolish it. But collections of salvaged houses in historic parks create a Disneyland
quality of make-believe
It is good that they are saved
and renovated, but it is not the
same as maintaining them
where they began.
Scheller house offers an anti-

ultimate in recycling.
The university based its
request to demoiish Scheller
house upon a description of the
5.100-square-foot house as
small, the 1904 building as temporary, and the building having
no historical significance.
Officials at SJSU and the
California State University system need to rethink their values
and redo their master plan.
Community heirlooms should
be a centerpiece of future plans,
not a nuisance destined for the
dump.
To lose a house to fire or
earthquake is a tragedy.
But to lose an historical treasure to deliberate demolition is
a travesty.

Writer’s Forum

Big Brother develops 1,
unique relationships
lye never liked children.
Even as a child. I didn’t like children. When
brother and his wife had their first child, Brian.
nearly five years ago, I, unlike other family members, was less than thrilled.
As grandparents, aunts and uncles, and other
relatives showered Brian with love and affection.
I looked askance. When my sister-in-laAN gave rue
Brian to hold. I’d say, "Do I have to"
But when Brian was around two. I came under
his spell.
One day, while visiting my
brother, I really looked at Brian for
the first time. and I understood
that he was this person with his
own unique perspective on life.
Soon I started coming over to
my brother’s more to see Brian
than him. and I doted on Brian as
much as any grandparent could.
Even my curmudgeonly personality thawed slightly. But beware
of change. Once you start changing you have no idea where you’ll
end up.
I, who vowed never to become a father or have
any type of relationship with children, became a
big brother with the Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Santa Clara County.
A little over a year ago. I became a big brother
to a 9-year-old boy also named Brian.
It’s been an interesting year as Brian has initiated me into his world of Mortal Kombat, Cracked
Magazine and Big Gulp Slurpees. But I’ve discovered that I really like Brian and I make a positive
impact on his life.
But Brian has benefited, too.
His mom Pracilla said. "My main concern is
things
that Brian had a male person t-

Kevin Valine
staff rrporeY

with because males and females relate differently."
She also said that Brian and I have a unique
relationship. "The big brother isn’t a dad or an
uncle or a relative but a friend," she said. "I don’t
think Brian would make a friend with someone
a friend."
your age. But that’s what you are
And what does Brian think? When asked if he’d
recommend the program to another child he said,
-He should try it. But my guess is 98 percent of
the kids will get hooked immediately."
If this column has piqued your
interest, I urge you to look into
becoming a big brother.
According to Melissa Jahnke,
case manager for the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Santa Clara
County, 150 boys in Santa Clara
county are on the waiting list for
big brothers.
Jahnke said the key to being a big
brother is commitment.
"Children who get involved in the
program come from an experience of loss either
through divorce or death and it can be hard for
them to trust," she said.
But having a big brother stay with them
through good times and bad, Jahnke said, the
boys come to realize the big brother really cares
about them and this helps rebuild trust.
To become a big brother you need to be 19 or
older, have a valid California driver’s license,
undergo an interviewing and screening process,
and be willing to spend four hours every week to
two weeks with your little brother for at least one
year.
You can call Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Santa
Clara County at 244-1911.

The big
brother isn’t
a dad or an
uncle or a relative but a
friend.

Opinion page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a
daily
forum
to
promote
a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff.
faculty and others who are
interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for
the Opinion page must be in the
Letters to the Editor’s box in the
Spartan
Daily
newsroom,
Dwight Bente! Hall 209, or left at
the information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed
to the Opinion Editor, the
Spartan
Daily, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
Washington
University
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Fax articles to (408) 924-3237.
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address. phone number. signature and major.
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Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the
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political or personal issues.
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columnist

bling out of their tie-dyes and into their vested
interests.
The whole foundation of our world view crumbled beneath us, and we were left adrift with no
focus and no direction from the people who had
shaped our lives.
The ’80s were a nightmare.
Government propaganda flooded the uncritical
media. Warhawks and the Christian right dominated politics, and the country’s treasure was up
for grabs to anyone unscrupulous enough to take
advantage of the savings and loans.
The Social Security trust fund was raided by
the Pentagon, and police powers were broadened
to the point where due process became a thing of
the past.
Now in the ’90s, nothing is improving. It’s growing steadily worse. We are forced to the realization that America never was nor ever will be the
land of the free and the home of the brave.
As freedoms are traded in for illusory security.
America is becoming the land of the coward and
home of the slave.
Those of us who called the elements that dominated politics in the last 15 years the lunatic
fringe, were forced into realizing we were the
fringe after all.

Kevin Moore is a Daily
columnist. His column
appears every Wednesday.

-Letters to the Editor

America’s selfish culture inhibits soccer
I am writing in response to
the article "U.S. Soccer Needs
Stronger League" written by
Makonnen on Sept. 21.
The World Cup was played
mostly during prime time in
Europe while it was midnight In
Asia. Still, many Chinese people
stayed up until midnight in
order to see it, according to my
friend from China.
They watched the match
between U.S. and Columbia
two countries away from China.
But they yelled excitedly and
had their own favorite team.
Like In the United States, soccer is still seen as a youth activity in China. However, why do
the Chinese have such enthusi-
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So you’ve heard about the baby boomers, and
you’re sick of hearing about generation X. Who
isn’t?
The problem for some of us is that we don’t fit
anywhere. We were born too late to be truthfully
called boomers and too early to have anything in
common with the X-ers.
Those of us born into a five-year period around
the generally accepted demarcation time, Jan. 1,
1965, have been more or less ignored by everyone else.
Many of us were spoon-fed on the acid-washed
idealism of the ’60s from the cradle. Our earliest
memories are viewed through a haze of tear gas.
Yes, we were attending political rallies and
protests before we were even out of diapers.
This is a very small generation raised to believe
in the beauty of ideas like freedom, equality and
self-determination.
We studied politics and sociology in a sort of
amateur fashion, endlessly debating ideas until
we thought we had answers to the world’s hairiest problems.
We had a name for people who believed that
the people should be governed, that Biblical ideologies had a place in American law and that war
was a valid means of strengthening the economy
... we called them the lunatic fringe.
In the late ’70s, as we entered our middle to late
teens, ready, willing and able to join in the fight to
make America over into the egalitarian ideal, we
looked around and found our mentors scram-

Kevin Moore

asm when they watch foreign
teams?
Soccer is considered the
most exciting sport in most
countries with the exception of
America. I saw many Americans
acting indifferently during the
World Cup.
Some Americans did become
soccer fans during the World
Cup, but they became disinterested immediately when the
World Cup was over. As for the
media, It was still dominated by
local issues.
Everything
has
to
be
Americanized here: English
becomes American English,
football becomes American
football and many Immigrants
change
their
names
to
American names.

Many minority people dye
their hair and have plastic
surgery to make their eyes look
round. Some even wear blue
contact lenses in order to look
more Americanized.
Makonnen said, "Maybe we
are trying to tell the world we
won’t accept someone else’s
Invention until we give it an
American Identity."
America sees itself as #1 and
so does soccer. Both of them
are too proud to compromise.
The self-centered culture is
an obstacle which inhibits the
developing of U.S. soccer.
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Kittens living
the high life
at Scheller

SEUS WEEKLY CALENDAR
AKBAYAN Club
General Meeting, 3:30-spin, SU
Guadalupe Room. Call
534-1140.
Beta Alpha Psi
Welcome Back Barbecue,
11:30am-2pm, Campus 1313Q
pit. Call Dan, 358-12110.
Biology Department
Seminar, 1:30pm, 1)11 135. Call
Dr. SheUhammer, 924-4897 or
924-4900.
Buhver-Lytton Wish Club
Meeting, 12:30pm, FO 104. Call
Lara Stunning, 293-0183.
Career Planning &
Placement
Advanced Interviewing for
Business Majors, 2:30pm, SU
Umunhum Room and Peace
Corps Opportunities, 12:30pm,
SU Costanoan Room and
Interviewing for Success,
12:30pm, SU Almaden Room.
Call 924-6033.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Wednesday Night Discussion:
Believe
Catholics
Do
Everything?, 7:30pm, Campus
Interfaith Center Call Fr Mark,
298-0204.
Fantasy Strategy Club
Meeting: AD&D, Magic, &
Allies, 540pm, SU Costanoan
Room. Call 924-9707.
Mountaineers of SJSU
Bouldering at the Mazzones
(Bring climbing shoes), 4pm,
meet at 4th & San Carlos hot
dog stand. Call Eric, 395-7515.
Department of Recreation
& Leisure Studies
Rec Fest: Basketball throw, golf
putting, prize giveaway, 2-3pm,
between Campus BBQ pit &
CCB. Call Grace, 636-0908.
Re-entry Advising Office
Brown Rag: Juggling Roles &
Responsibilities, Noon-1:30pm,
SU Pacheco Room. Call
Virginia, 924-5930.

Radio Television News
Directors Association
Colleen
Speaker:
Guest
Odegaard, 1V News Anchor &
Reporter, 11:30am, DBH 221. Call
Carla, 724-7914.
Sigma Theta Psi
Meeting, 7pm, MH 235. Call
Monaca, 955-8935.
SJSU College Republicans
Meeting, 2pm, SU Pacheco
Room. Call Ed, 249-1516.
SJSU international Center
Brown Bag Series: "Careers in the
Peace Corps", 12:30pm, SU
Costanoan Room. Call Leanne or
Vivien, 924-6570.

thursday
AIESEC
Regional Conference in Seattle.
Call Sally, 924-3453 or 448-4013.
Associated Students
Program Board
Political Awareness Mobilization
Rally Kathleen Brown, speaker,
1:30pm, SU Amphitheatre. Call
George, 924-6339.
Black Student Union
Meeting, 6pm, SU Multicultural
Room. Call 924-6229.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Meeting, 8pm, SU Almaden
Room. Call Al, 275-6518.
Disabled Students
Association
SU
Noon-lpm,
Meeting,
Costanoan Room. Call Irene,
(510) 846-4902.
Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual
Student Alliance
Meet at Kathleen Brown Rally.
The Listening Hour
Latin Jazz Ensemble,
12:30-1:15pm, MB Concert Hall.
Call 924-4631.
SJSU Pre-Med Club
Open Forum Meeting, 1:30pm,
DH 345.
Sparta Guide is free, and available to
students, faculty & stall associations
Deadline is Spm two days before
publication Forms are available at the
Spartan Daily. Entries may be edited to
allow for space restrictions

By Joanne Griffith Domingue
Spartan Daily Stall writer

Three orange kittens will
lose more than their
mittens when the dust
begins to fly at Scheller
house, which was previously scheduled to be
moved or demolished this
week.
In June, a pregnant stray
cat moved into Scheller
house to have her three
kittens.
The family of
felines still live there.
The orange marmalade
cat with the big fluffy
tail decided the historic,
5,100-square-foot, 90-yearold empty house on the
corner of Fifth and San
Carlos streets was perfect.
It was quiet
San
Carlos Street had Just been
closed to traffic and the
students had left for the
summer. It was dim. A film
of dust on the windows filtered out the sun. The
house had plenty of room,
and no one bothered the
cat. She felt safe.
During the summer, SJSU
junior Yolanda Gamero
and her co-workers from
the building next door, the
Office
of
University
Advancement, kept an eye
on the three kittens. But
the kitties were shy.
"They’re really skittish,"
Gamero said, "and they
always ran away from us."
Sometimes, the cats
peek out the cellar windows, lifting their heads
slowly, until their golden

eyes
glance
over the sill.
Bowls of cat
food sit outside
the chain-link
fence
behind
Scheller house.
"A
woman
comes
every
morning," Jackie
Bianucci said,
"on her way into
work, and feeds
the cats."
Bianucci, gift
and pledge processing supervisor, also works
next door.
"We watched
the kittens grow
up,"
Bianucci
said.
CHRIS GONIzA
SPaaTAN DAILY
But the cats
sense change is The kittens are fed every morning by an unknown person from the sc,ence building
coming.
"They’ve been spending The woman who feeds
more and more time them has been trying to
next door," said Tim Lantz, trap the cats, "so they
who won the contract to won’t be harmed when the
demolish the house. "They building goes," Gamero
don’t like the noise and said.
people."
"The cats look nice
Lantz visits frequently and healthy," Bianucci
and tries to salvage parts added. "But they are so
wild no one can catch
of the house.
"I took out windows them."
for safekeeping," he said.
The university doesn’t
"Somebody made off with know anything about the
all the door knobs and cats.
Alan Freeman, director
door plates before I got
involved. People think of space management and
facilities planning at SJSU,
they can go in and take."
Trespassers didn’t know chuckled.
"Just don’t say I’ve been Two of the four cats peek ot:.
guard cats were on duty.
The comings and goings running a cat house on San door. A new litter of cats has cee,
make the cats nervous. Carlos Street."
to the Uversity Police department
r

For less than a dollar a day
both will give you the power you need to
survive this semester
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With an Apple Computer Loan, it’s now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh’ personal
computer. In fact, with Apple’s special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mae for
as little as $23 per month.’ Buy any select Macintosh now, and you’ll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for
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Women face glass ceiling
Women
NEW YORK (AP)
make up about half the workforce, yet less than 5 percent
hold positions in senior management of U.S. corporations.
For minorities the statistics
are even grimmer. Black. Asian
and Hispanic men and women
occupy only 1 percent of top
corporate jobs.
Those are discrepancies the
Department’s Glass
Labor
Ceiling Commission is attempting to address. The term "glass
ceiling" refers to unseen barriers to the advancement of
women and minorities in the
corporate world.
The commission held its fifth
and final hearing Monday with
testimony from Lawrence Tisch,
the chief executive of CBS Inc.;
Connie Chung, co-anchor of the
network’s evening news; corpo
rate and community leaders;
educators and others.
It will report to Congress on
its findings and recommendations in January.
"In the past 30 years since

Congress passed the Civil affirmative action policies probRights Act, the United States ably helped her obtain her two
has made progress in eradicat- first jobs in television, her later
ing many of the most overt positions with CBS were a tribforms of bias on the job," ute to the company’s policy of
Secretary of Labor Robert B. promoting people on the basis
Reich said. "But we’ve still got a of ability.
Sheila Wellington, president
long way to go."
Tisch said CBS had worked of the business research group
hard to pro- ’It’s not just a question of Catalyst,
said the
the
mote
Complying with the law repreconcept
within the or doing good for soci- sentation of
network
that a per- ety. There is a bottom women
and
son should line consequence.’
minoribe judged
in
on
ability
Robert Reich ties
Secretary of Labor
the busialone.
ness
Female officers and managers represent world has changed little over
almost 40 percent of the work the past 25 years.
"There is a glass ceiling that
force and minority officers and
has been documented and
managers comprise 19 percent.
said
"We have taken advantage of redocumented,"
the fact that other companies Wellington, whose group works
are not using minorities and to promote change for women.
Despite increasing education,
women," Tisch said. "So many
people have not been tapped."
women aren’t advancing. About
Chung said that although 20 years ago 15 pecent of mid-

Federal panel recommends
funding for embryo research
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) A fed- acceptable public policy to fund
recommended research on human embryos,
eral
panel
Tuesday that the government but it should be subject to strict
end its ban on funding of guidelines," said Patricia A.
human embryo research, saying King, a law professor at
very young embryos "do not Georgetown University and a
have the same moral status as co-chairwoman of the advisory
panel.
infants and children."
"An embryo merits significant
Opponents of the research
immediately labeled the deci- respect as a developing form of
sion "ethically and morally human life," said Ronald M.
bankrupt" and pledged to carry Green, a professor of religion at
their resistance to the floor of Dartmouth College and a member of the panel. He said the
Congress.
The 19-member committee of majority committee concluded
experts selected to advise the that this respect does not outNational Institutes of Health ...weigh the potential benefits
arise
from
embryo
concluded that fertilized human that
eggs can be used for federally research
funded scientific research with- ’An embryo merits
in guidelines that limit how long
an embryo can be kept alive, significant respect
the sources of the sperm and as
a developing
egg, and the purposes for the
form
of human
study.
The panel would allow life.’
Ronald M. Green
research only on embryos
Professor
about 14 days or younger.
Brigid L.M. Hogan, a cell biolThe action is only the first
step in a process directed ogist at Vanderbilt University
toward reversing a 15-year ban and a committee co-chairman
on federal financing of research for science, said embryo
using human embryos. A report research "can make important
of the committee will be contributions to a whole range
reviewed in December by of medical problems," including
another NIH advisory panel, birth defects, certain types of
which will then make recom- cancer and finding new methmendations directly to NIH ods of contraception.
A fundamental conclusion of
Director Harold Varmus.
Varmus may draw up the final the panel was that human
guidelines for NIH grants for embryo research should be limembryo research. NIH officials ited to shortest possible time,
said it will be at least six not extending past the time
months before the agency could point that the fertilized egg
start funding research, but at develops what is called the
least 70 scientists have indicat- "primitive streak" the semied an interest in applying for nal formation of a nervous system. This occurs at about 14
grants.
"The basic finding is that it is days.

Judie Brown, president of the
American Life League, said her
organization will demand congressional action that will determine for the nation when life
begins.
She said doing human
embryo research, in which the
fertilized egg eventually dies, is
equivalent to "killing little boys
and girls."
"It’s murder," she said.
Dr. William Colliton, a former
professor of obstetrics and
gynecology at the George
Washington Medical Center and
of
the
science
director
American Life League, said the
decision "is ethically and morally bankrupt" because "the
panel did not address any religious consideration."
Committee members pointed
out that much privately funded
human
embryo
research
already is under way at centers
offering the "test tube baby"
procedures. Under this technique, eggs are harvested surgically from women, including
volunteers who sell their eggs.
In vitro fertilization techniques now produce about
5,000 children annually in the
United States at about 300 clinics, but the rate of success is
not high.
NIH was moving toward funding of embryo research in the
late 1970s and an advisory
panel then recommended such
a program. Before the process
could be carried further, there
was a change in administrations. Under Presidents Reagan
and Bush, the process was
allowed to wither, thus halting
federal sponsorship of the studies.

r- in trust

dle-level management jobs were
held by women, yet those same
people aren’t in the top ranks
today, she said.
At the same time, 40 percent
of law students, 50 percent of
accounting students and 30 percent of candidates for higher
degrees are women, she said.
Created under the Civil
Rights Act of 1991, the commission was established to focus
on eliminating barriers to the
advancement of minorities and
women to top business positions. Previous hearings were
held in Kansas City. Dallas, Los
Angeles and Cleveland.
Reich said companies that
don’t hire and promote women
and minorities fall to take
advantage of a large labor pool.
"It’s not just a question of
complying with the law or doing
good for society," Reich said.
"There is a bottom line consequence."

Police Beat
Spartan lan

Report

Monday, Sept. 19. A 1i82
Ford Mustang was reported
vandalized at 10th and San
Fernando streets. The right
window was smashed but nothing was reported taken.
Thursday, Sept. 22: A vehicle was reported vandalized at
Spartan Village. No suspects
have been apprehended.

JEANETTE L. HANNASPARTAN DAILY

Occupational therapy students, Christina Temmerman, left, and
Sharon Ahigian do what is called a trust walk during class Outside the Central Classroom building Monday morning.

PADDY’S PINT NICHT IS HERE
DOWN TOWN’S FRIENDLIEST PUB

Friday, Sept. 23: An unknown
person shot at a window located at Markham Hall with a BB
gun.
A female student reported t
University Police that her vehicle was burglarized and her
stereo was taken.
Sunday, Sept. 25: Someone
entered the music building
through an unlocked door and
mputer from the
stole
office.

SIERRA NEVADA
is the beer being featured this week
Buy the first pint for $4.00 and keep the
glass. Refills are only $3.00 The party
starts at 8:00pm this Thursday.

LIVE BAND

14,

world’s No. 1 automaker, based
In Detroit.
"We are disappointed with
this action but remain hopeful
that resolution can soon be
achieved," plant manager Tim
Lee said in a statement.
No new talks were scheduled.
The Buick City complex
and
Buicks
assemble
Oldsmobiles, and make a number of parts that are shipped to
GM car assembly and component factories across the United
States and Canada.
"Within 24 to 48 hours we’re
going to shut down most of the
assembly plants," costing GM
millions of dollars a day, UAW
Local 599 President Dave Yettaw
said.
"I don’t think you have to be
Socrates to understand those
numbers."
Among the parts made at
Buick City, consisting of about
two dozen factories, are torque

converters for the automatic
transmissions that go into most
GM cars.
Without the converters, transmission plants will close.
Without transmissions, assembly plants will close.
GM is running its plants at full
speed to satisfy runaway
demand for cars and trucks. It
has eliminated 52,000 hourly
jobs in the United States since
1991 to make itself profitable.
GM doesn’t want to hire people whose jobs would last
longer than the sales boom.
New, permanent UAW employees cost GM more than $42
an hour in pay and benefits
after three years, twice or three
times the labor costs of some
nonunion outside contractors.
The workers’ union says the
Increase In pressure to speed
up work and put in extra hours
Is threatening worker health
and safety.
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31 E. Santa Clara Street, Downtown San Jose 293-1118
Between 1st and 2nd Street
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CLOROX
CO1VING
YOUR WAY!
The Clorox Company, one of the
biggest names in the consumer

PRESENTATION
UNDERGRADS:
FINANCE & ACCOUNTING

General Motors employees go on strike
to
FLINT, Mich. (Al’) Up
11,500 workers went on strike
Tuesday at a key General
Motors Corp. complex, shutting
off the flow of parts needed to
keep many other GM plants running.
As many as 100,000 other GM
workers could be idled within
48 hours, a union leader
warned.
The United Auto Workers
walked off the job at the huge
Buick City complex, complaining of production speedups,
safety problems and subcontracting.
Welder Dave Falting translated that as he walked a picket
line:
"They speeded up the lines,
and don’t have enough people
to do the job."
GM would not speculate on
the walkout’s effect, which
comes In the middle of a production and sales boom for the

SPARTAN DAILY

WEDNESDAY, 10/5/94
ALMADEN Room,
STUDENT UNION
12:30 - 2:00 P.M

products industry today, is coming
to campus. The success of our highly diverse product line, and our
progressive, market-driven business
philosophy provide plenty of challenge and opportunity for people
with talent and initiative.
If you’re an undergraduate
Business major with a concentration in Finance or Accounting
looking for a fast -track to success,
look no further. Clorox’s Finance
& Accounting Development
Program may he the right opportunity for you!
If you’re unable to attend, send
your resume to The Clorox
Company, Senior College Relations
Specialist, PO. Box 24305,

CLOROX

Oakland, CA 94623. We are an
Equal Employment Opportunity/
Affirmative Action employer.
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Women’s golf strokes up to par

Basketball players’ union
debates salary cap issue

Women’s golf team places fourth in first round of the invitational tourney
Spartan Daily Stall Report

In its first tournament of the
1994-95 season, the SJSU
women’s golf team is in fourth
place heading into Tuesday’s
second round of the 16th annual Dick McGuire Invitational
tournament.
The
Spartans,
two-time
defending champion, have a
team score of 300 on the 6170-

yard, par 73 University of New
Mexico Championship Course.
New Mexico. the host school,
had three players shoot oneunder par 72s and another player shoot even par 73 to take the
opening round lead with a 289
team score. UCLA, at 296 and New
Mexico at 297 also are ahead of SJSU
In the 1 &team field.
Carolyn Janidlo of Oklahoma

is the individual leader with a
three-under par 70.
SJSU sophomore Janice Moodie,
preseason first-team All-America,
and freshman Monica Stratton are
in an eight-way tie for 11th place at
one-over par 74.
The Spartans’ Ji-Yun Lee and
Nicole Materne shot a firstround 76, and find themselves
In a nine-way tie for 25th place.

LOS ANGELES (AP) The head
of the NBA players’ union says
he would not be surprised if the
league stages a lockout because
of the salary cap. And the players would be prepared to stage
"alternative" games.
There is no current labor
contract in the NBA, and owners reportedly are considering
a lockout if none is reached by
Thanksgiving. They want to
make the league’s salary cap
less flexible, a move opposed
by the players.
Charles Grantham, head of
the players’ union, said
Tuesday the current labor
standoffs in major league baseball and the NHL are a result of
the climate of owners believing
salary caps are a "panacea for
their ills."
"It’s contagious, with three or
four sports going through it at
the same time with the salary
cap," he said, claiming owners
want salary caps despite the
fact that pro sports are expanding domestically and beginning
to make inroads into vast global expansion.
"Is there a want for the salary
cap, or is there a need for the
salary cap?" Grantham, in Los
Angeles for meetings, said by

SJSU’s Cecilia Alm finds herself
in a four way tie for 52nd place
after shooting a 79.
As the second and third
rounds are played, the leader
board will stretch out. The 54hole tournament continues
today with 18 holes and concludes Wednesday with the
final 18 holes.

Sanders dances on the football field
SANTA CLARA (AP) It didn’t take long for Deion Sanders
to break in with the San
Francisco 49ers
and break
out his high-stepping touchdown routine.
In his first start for the 49ers,
Sanders led the team Sunday
with eight tackles and knocked
down two passes. And in keeping with good theatre, he saved
the dramatics for the end: He
Intercepted Jim Everett’s fourthdown pass and bolted 74 yards
for a score, sealing San
Francisco’s 24-13 win over the
New Orleans Saints.
In the final 25 yards, Sanders
went into his trademark prance.
He was mobbed by teammates
in the end zone, the Mickey
Mouse jingle blaring over the
Candlestick Park public address
system. Nothing like getting in a
dig at fuming Saints owner Tom
Benson.
In a snit over Sanders’ rejection of the Saints’ four-year, $17
million offer, Benson last week
suggested San Francisco somehow skirted salary cap rules in
signing the free-agent cornerback for $1.1 million and he

called the 49ers a "Mickey
Mouse" organization.
"If Mickey Mouse clubs can
win like this every week, we’re
going to Mickey Mouse land,"
strong safety Tim McDonald
said.
That remains to be seen.
But with their offense struggling against the Saints, the
49ers needed a lift from their
defense and they got it. And
Sanders was at the center of the
game’s two most critical plays,
one by putting the player in
position to make it and the
other by making it himself.
San Francisco, which signed
Sanders on Sept. 15, started him
at right corner and made room
for him by shifting Merton
Hanks from right corner to free
safety, bumping Dana Hall from
the lineup.
With 1:54 left and the Saints
at the San Francisco 30, Everett
lofted a pass to fullback Derrick
Ned, who had gotten past linebacker Ken Norton. Hanks
swept in and made a spectacular end zone grab for the interception.
After a San Francisco punt,

New Orleans had one last
chance and again Everett had
the Saints in striking distance.
Facing a fourth-and-8 from the
San Francisco 42 with 32 seconds left, Everett threw while
pressured by former Saint
Rickey Jackson. Not with standing his scoring dance. Sanders
said he wasn’t that impressed
with his 49ers starting debut.
"Hey listen, I didn’t play
aggressive at all," Sanders said.
"I had at least five opportunities
to make plays. Fortunately, we
got a helluva a pass rush that
last play. I don’t even know if
you guys noticed that. But we
got healthy pressure. Mike
Haynes fell toward me and I was
able to step in front of him and
make the play."
Sanders said he was still troubled by the number of catches
the Saints managed against him.
He guarded Haynes and Quinn
Early most of the day.
"I’m really frustrated about
that," Sanders said. "I can’t wait
to watch myself on film and
really criticize myself. I gave up
four or five catches."
Sanders is probably a being a

SPAIITAPI DAILY

little too self-critical. His arrival
and man-to-man coverage abilities allowed the 49ers to change
from a more passive defense to
one with a more attacking style,
as was evidenced in the New
Orleans game.
San Francisco didn’t sack
Everett but its blitzes had an
Impact, shutting down the running game and hurrying Everett.
"Psychologically, the blitz
does things to an offense,"
McDonald said.
The two interceptions were
the first of the year for San
Francisco defensive backs. The
only previous interception was
by defensive end Dennis Brown
off a deflection.
"I think the chemistry with
the group right now is good,"
coach George Seifert said. "I
think you saw (left corner) Eric
Davis play his best game and
the secondary, in fact, as a
group. They wanted to break
out, to do well. It was good to
have happen.
"We’re still going to have to get
better but it was still good for our
team to have that feeling."

telephone. "When you start
looking at that kind of environment, in football, baseball,
hockey and basketball, it doesn’t surrise me that owners
would be floating the rumor of
a potential lockout.
"Our discussions with our
player reps clearly made them
aware of this possibility some
time ago ... I would not be surprised i a lockout were to
occur, based on their behavior
at this point.
"... If they lock the players
out, I don’t think we would
have much difficulty putting on
alternative games."
Grantham doesn’t believe
there would be any lack of
demand for such games, noting
basketball is more popular
internationally than baseball,
hockey or football. Asked
where alternative basketball
games might be played, he said,
"Everywhere."
The last agreement between
the league and its players
expired after the 1993-94 season.
There have been no negotiating sessions. The NBA Board of
Governors are to meet Oct. 5 in
New York, with the regular season to begin Nov. 4.

NHL players contemplate latest offer
FORONTO (AP)
With the season to start in four days and the
players facing a lockout deadline, the NHL offered the union
a new proposal Tuesday aimed
at saving opening day.
"We have a wide river to
cross, but it’s not impossible,"
NHL
commissioner
Gary
Bettman said after the eighthour bargaining session, the

longest so far in the negotiations.
The offer was immediately
deemed "unacceptable" by the
head of the players association
However, after further review
the proposal seemed promising.
The players said they will
review the NHL’s latest offer.
then get back to them with a
counter proposal.
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Order
From page 1
and immediately called BrandtHawley.
She contacted the university
attorney at 11:30 a.m. and gave
him 30 minutes to halt work,
"or we will
’The only call the police and enway to
force
the
move the restraining
she
building order,"
said.
off site is
Work stopped by 11:50
to do it
a.m.
now... If
"We cannot
work
on the
we want
to
house,
to save it, demolish or
now is the preserve it,
without
time.’
asbestos
J. Handel Evans abatement,"
SJSV President Evans said.
BrandtHawley . a specialist in environment and preservation law, disagreed.
"Unless you are demolishing
a building, you do not need to
remove asbestos," she said. "
Therefore. clearly in this case, it
is demolition related."
The university conducted
$75,000 of asbestos work on
Scheller house in 1991 to make
it more attractive to preservationists. Evans said some hazardous materials were missed
at the time which required the
additional work begun Sept. 22.
which cost less than $10,000.

Initiative: ’Three strikes’ may prove costly
The crew working at Scheller
house said tile and linoleum
were removed.
Work will proceed as scheduled on the San Carlos landscaping project beginning in
a few weeks, Evans said.
"I’m in hope we’ll find another place for it (Scheller House),"
Evans said. "But the only way to
move the building off site is to
do it now before the street is
filled with excavators. If we
want to save it, now is the
time," Evans said.
University officials return to
court Oct. 14 when Judge
Jeremy Fogel will either lift
the restraining order which
would allow demolition of
the house to go forward, or
file an injunction which would
prevent demolition. The university can still begin the landscaping project.
"The house can become
isolated with construction
going on around it, and no
access to the house." Evans
said. "You cannot move the
house out with San Carlos work
going on."
But there’s no option about
beginning the San Carlos work,
Evans said, because SJSU has
already received one extension
on the bond money which is
financing the project.
"A perfect resolution," Evans
said about Scheller house,"is to
put the house at Kelly Park and
use the county money for moving and renovation."

Diving
From page 1
wheelchair users, were able to
stand easier in the water.
Robert Cronin, a De Anza
College student, would speed
through the training, going too
fast in the water without
breathing the at the same level.
Cronin. who has limited use of
his legs and uses crutches, "was
out of control," Degnan joked.

"I enjoy being down underwater and away from the
world." Cronin said.
"Scuba diving provides a
challenge, some exercise, freedom and social interaction for
students," Degnan said. "It is
also helpful in rehabilitation
and recreation. It makes people feel good and,helps build
trust."

From page 1
grams that would keep the
felon out of prison.
provision
of
Another
Proposition 184 would reduce
the amount of time a felon can
get removed from their sentence.
Currently, a felon can get
their sentence reduced by
hall. Proposition 184, however, would only allow for reductions of no more than one-fifth
of the original sentence.
Credit for time spent in county jail would also be eliminated.
If Proposition 184 sounds
like the three strikes law
already passed by the governor, that’s no mistake.
According to McElroy, passage of the proposition is
intended to strengthen the
three strikes law already on
the books, making it impossible to change.
"The language is the same,"
Rimmer said. "The difference
is that (Proposition 184) is a
voter mandate. We do not

’Proposition 184 is too broad. It needs
to be tightened up and made more
specific for violent offenders.’
Louis Quezada
San Jose Police Department spokesman

trust the politicians. That mistrust has been vindicated in
the 37 pieces of legislation
presented that would have
weakened the three strikes
law or neutralized it."
McElroy said the three
strikes law on the books
needs revision because it is
going to cost too much.
"The official estimate of the
department of corrections is
that it will cost $21 billion to
house people sentenced under
this law and $6 billion a year
to run these prisons," he said.
Proponents of the initiative
point to Office of Planning and
Research that estimates three
strikes will save $23 billion
over five years.
"It’s much cheaper to keep

of Cairo. sentenced two men to
15 years in prison, one to 12
years and the rest to from one
to three years.
In 1991, the defendants
allegedly robbed a gold shop,
wounding three people on their
way out.
They also were charged with
planning to assassinate a prison

them (criminals) incarcerated," Rimmer said.
"That’s not reality," McElroy
said. "Crime coming off the
street may prevent a couple of
crimes, but not that many."
McElroy also pointed out
that local municipalities will
be hit hard financially.
"We’re looking at jury trials
in Santa Clara County increasing three- fold," he said. "A
guy going up for life in prison
is going to fight it. That is
going to mean more judges,
more courtrooms and more
staff resulting in expenditures
from $10 to $50 million per
year in additional costs."
Louis Quezada, San Jose
Police Department spokesman, said he is concerned

From page 1
theft, credit card forgery,
possession of stolen property
and false impersonation, said
Catherine Storton, deputy district attorney for San Jose.
Hobbs most recently served
a 16-month term for possession of a controlled substance.
If convicted under the Three
Strikes Law, Hobbs will face 25
years to life in prison.
Storton is a member of a
committee that decides whether or not to push for the
Three Strikes Law. The committee studies the past record
of the defendants to determine the seriousness of their
crimes, if they have a history
of violent crimes and whether
they may prove to be a threat
to society.

’He hadn’t realized that I had seen his
face when he turned his car in front of
me. He didn’t think I could have recognized him.’
Marianne Derbyshire
officer, University Police Department

Storton feels Hobbs is a
strong candidate for the law.
"He is a very dangerous person," she said.
Officer Derbyshire, who testified at the preliminary hearing, first noticed Hobbs on
June 21 around 1:30 a.m. while
she was on patrol.
"He went to make a turn and
he was driving in the wrong
lane," she said. "I thought he
might be drunk."
When Derbyshire went to

official and a secular writer,
both of whom were later slain
by another extremist Islamic
group.
Meanwhile, police arrested 50
suspected militants in raids in
el-Minya and Assiut provinces,
which are strongholds of

Islamic radicals in southern
Egypt.
Clashes have escalated in that
region the past two weeks, and
at least 18 people have been
killed. More than 415 people
have died since 1992, when
Islamic insurgency began.

pull Hobbs over, he began
driving faster, causing her to
pursue him at speeds of up to
80 mph.
The suspect then turned off
his headlights and began driving through red stoplights at
speeds of up to 100 mph.
"I stopped my pursuit because it was becoming very
dangerous," Derbyshire said.
She was able to get a
description of the suspect and
the car.

SPECIAL SJSU STUDENT DIVING COURSES
EARN P.E. CREDIT IN 3 WEEKS!!
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
EQUIPMENT SALES AND SERVICE
OLYMPIC SIZE HEATED POOL
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WANNA-BE SCUBA DIVERS

Become A Sperm Donor

UP TO $120 A WEEK

The Santa Clara Police
Department then sent canine
units out to track the suspect
to no avail.
The car was found abandoned and a trace was done
on the license plate, which
was registered to Hobbs’ girlfriend.
Derbyshire then found the
suspect the next morning sitting on a porch.
"He hadn’t realized that
I had seen his face when
he turned his car in front
of me," she said. "He didn’t
think I could have recognized
him."
Storton said Hobbs had
later told police that he would
have slit the canines’ throats if
they had gotten near him.

01_ SJSU DIVERS

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.

Contact the California Cryobank
(415) 324-1900

about the burden on the taxpayers.
"Proposition 184 is too
broad," Quezada said. "It
needs to be tightened up and
made more specific for violent
offenders."
He added that the money
Proposition 184 requires could
be used better in some crime
prevention programs.
Rimmer maintains that the
initiative is important.
"Proposition 184 identifies
people who are most likely to
do violent crime," he said,
"and takes them out of the
revolving door. It will save the
lives of victims, and sometimes the lives of the criminals, by cutting out the crime
furlough."
"They’re asking taxpayers to
pick up the tab to put a guy
in jail for life who writes a bad
check," McElroy said. "Proposition 184 doesn’t target violent offenders, it throws huge
quantities of people in Jail and
It will cost too much. It’s a plan
only a politician could love."

Felon: Police chase may result in life sentence

Muslim extremists sentenced for plotting murders
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) Eight
Muslim extremists were convicted Tuesday of plotting murders
and robberies to finance the
movement trying to overthrow Egypt’s secular government. Three defendants were
acquitted.
The Supreme State Security
Court in Banha, 25 miles north
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in regime making
own arsenal,
Iraq surprise ally
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
CIA believes Iran will be able to
build its own nuclear weapons
in eight to 10 years, and that it
Is focusing on Russia as a
potential
source
of
key
materials
and
direction,
according to the spy agency’s
chief.
R. James Woolsey, the
director of central intelligence,
told a Washington think tank
that in addition to an aggressive
effort
to
strengthen
its
conventional defenses, Iran has

put a high priority on acquiring
nuclear weapons.
"We believe that Iran is eight
to 10 years away from building
such weapons, and that help
from the outside will be critical
in reaching that timetable,"
Woolsey said.
Woolsey
spoke
to
a
conference sponsored by the
Washington Institute for Near
East Policy last Friday. A text of
his prepared remarks was
released by the institute
Monday.
"Iran has been particularly
active in trying to purchase
nuclear materials or technology
clandestinely from Russian
sources," Woolsey said.
He did not elaborate on the
Russian connection, but he
added that Iran also is trying

to
buy
fully
fabricated
nuclear weapons as a shortcut
to becoming a significant
nuclear power.
Iran has officially forsworn
any nuclear weapons ambitions.
It has not acknowledged trying
to build nuclear weapons.
Woolsey also sounded an
alarm about Iraq’s military
ambitions.
While acknowledgeing that
enforcement of U.N. sanctions
has paralyzed Iraq’s nuclear
weapons development, Woolsey
said President Saddam Hussein
is still hiding a chemical
weapons arsenal and appears
bent on preserving a nuclear
weapons potential.
"Iraq has the largest pool of
scientific
and
technical
expertise in the Arab world -

JOHANNESBURG,
South
Africa (AP) - Nelson Mandela
campaigned for president on a
promise his African National
Congress would stop the tide
of government corruption and
special privileges.
Critics now charge the ANC
has picked up where its
predecessors left off.
Mandela’s prickliness on the
issue shows his sensitivity at
being perceived as just
another politician raiding the
public coffers.
On Monday night, he lashed
out
at
longtime
ally
Archbishop Desmond Tutu for
complaining about the new
parliament’s approval of large
salary increases for itself.
"A respected leader was
unable to resist the temptation
to jump on the bandwagon,"

over 7,000 nuclear scientists
and engineers alone," he said.
Iraq Is speeding construction
of deep underground shelters
and tunnels to produce and
store
weapons
of
mass
destruction, such as chemical
munitions, he said.
Together, Iran and Iraq pose a
significant threat to U.S.
interests in the Middle East,
Woolsey said, even though the
two nations fought an eight-year
war in the 1980s.
"These two regimes are
united in opposing the peace
process, in their willingness to
use terrorism, in their efforts to
acquire weapons of mass
destruction, and in their desire
to eliminate any outside powers
which could thwart their
ambitions."

Classified
VOLUNTEERS

GREEK

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUTO FOR SALE

89 FORD ESCORT 2cr. hite. 57k mi.
am-frn cass excellent cond. $3,500. ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
Best offer. Susan: 924.3698.
campaign to protect ground water
and
promote green technology.
4X4
CHARGER
RAM
86 DODGE
8 cyl. Low miles, Grey & Silver w/ Committed workers needed 1:3010:00
for fundraising/organizing.
condition.
dk red interior. Excellent
Make a difference while naking a
$6,800. Gene: 265.3994.
Irving, 288-7882. E0E.

EMPLOYMENT

FOOD SERVERS AND HOSTESS
94th Aero Squadron restaurant.
Apply 3pm to 5pm daily. 1160
Coleman Ave.
CHILD CARE 8 LIGHT HSKPG. in
home of former faculty member.
16-20 hrs/week, afternoons/flea.
Clean DMV. Exp. with kids (8 & 4).
Call Elayne: 356.9089.
Cf8D CEVELOPMDIT MAJOR Ted*
Bear Home Preschool needs an
assistant to help with snack clean i.43
& supervise chicken. Hans 2.33533,
Men. ffiru Pi., $5.00/hr. Located near
Bascom and Curtner Ave. Si. Call
Alice: 559-4654.
TEACHERS/TEACHERS’S AIDES.
Motivated, dedicated professionals
sought to work at Campbell area
school age child care site. Great
afternoon schedules. Substitute
positions also available. Call
Valerie at 408723.9363. EOE.
PART TIME WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evenings & Weekends. Salary +
Tips. Apply in person. Britannia
Arms, 5027 Almaden Expressway
San Jose, CA.
VALETS FULL & PART TIME
Flexible hours. Apply in person at
2752 DeLaCruz Blvd. Santa Clara
Park & Service.
IMMEDIATE P/T OPENINGS
Golf Course Snack Bar positions,
$5.50 56.00 per hour d.o.e.
plus free golf & lunch!
Call Tia at Shoreline Golf Links
416969-7100.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
5150.4225. weekly, working
17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call Kristi for info: 249-8:446.
MOUNTAIN MIKES PIZZA
Delivery driver & kitchen help.
Earn up to $8.00 per hour in
wages, tips & commission. Apply
In person, 2011 Naglee Ave. Si.
DIRECT CARE,
PART-TIME $8.00 HR.
Non profit residential facilities
for young adults with autism.
Call 408-4483953.
Spark Foundation.

Mandela said -I consider it an
act of irresponsibility on his
part
Tutu shot back quickly,
saying on Tuesday that the
nation’s first black president
was "showing he’s just like any
other politician."
Former president I’ W. de
Klerk was paid about $81,700 a
year and paid no income taxes,
an exemption lifted by the
new government.
Mandela
will take home about $115,400
after taxes.
Such figures do not seem
excessive
by
Western
standards, but stand out in a
country where millions of
blacks live impoverished in
shacks without power or
running water. Most voted for
Mandela
in the hopes of
changing their lives.

Phone: 924-3277 NI FAX: 921-3282

The SPARTAN DAILY
GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi,
makes no claim for products or America’s largest dinner delivery
services advertised below nor is service. We deliver dinners from
there any guarantee knelled. The restaurants like Chills, TGI Fridays.
classified colurrns of the Spartan & Marie Callenders to homes &
Daly consist of paid advertising businesses. Many 51SU students
and offerings are not approved or have enjoyed our flexible & friendly
verified by the newspaper.
work environment. You can too. Our
positions are pert time ri the evenings.
Call this instilled second. 369-9401.
Mobile Walter/Waitress : Deliver
from the restaurant to the aflame’s
BE A FRIEND!
home or business. Earn $9412/hr
Caring and friendly volunteers
hour. You must be at least 18, have
needed to help individuals
your own car, ins. & ro mcre also one
with mental illness become
ding on yoix DMV. Posititons in the
Cupertro/Camplcell area or South San
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Jose. Cash tips nigraly!I! 369.9401.
Gain practical experience for
MARKETING
psychology, social work. OT,
Environmental/Nutrition Co. seeking
nursing or related fields.
outgoing individuals with outstandCall Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132. ing leadership abilities. PT/FT. will
train. Telecommunication positions
also available reselling surplus
digital long distance service of top
long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
FUNDRAISING. Choose from 3 train. Call Mark 408-733-3933,
different fundraisers lasting either
3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn
$15 for your group plus personal
Certain advertisements In
cash bonuses for yourself. Call
these column may refer the
1-800-932-0528. Ext. 65.
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maid,*
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
these further contacts, they
Office visits and x-rays no charge
should require complete
SAVE MONEY and your teeth
Information before sending
Enroll now!
money for goods or services.
For brochure see A.S. Office or
In addition, readers should
call (800)655.3225.
carefully investigate all Bone
offering employment listings
arcoupons for discount
vocations of merchandise.

PE TEACHER small private scivol.
3 hrs/wk - $10/hr. Work w/grades
1-5. Program is noncompetitive,
fair play, skills development, age
appropriate team sports. Ph: Ruth
Kaplan. 377-1595.
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Mandela bristles at charge
of riding gravy train by Tutu

Iran nuclear bomb threat rising
Russia may be key

Wednesday, September 214. 1994

IUTCHEN HELP NEEDED: $6.50/10
Set-up/Serve/Clean up. Mondays:
3-7or 6-10pm. Lv. msg. 292.7303.
WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE.
Electronic distributor seeking 10
part time Warehouse Associates
to process customer orders in a
fast paced environment. Previous
order pulling experience in electronics environment preferred.
These are 3 month temporary
assignments with possibility of
regular part time employment.
Please send or fax resume to:
JDR VICRODEVICES, INC. Attn:
John Cash, 1850 South 10th St.
San Jose, CA 95112. Fax ft:
408494-1444. EOE/M/F/V/D.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
Full-time / Part-time
Apply. Mon. - Fri., 8am. - 5pm.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
(408)286.5880

ENJOY WORIONG MTH CHILDREN?
Small World Schools is currently
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
shifts available in San Jose, Belmont Millbrae & San Bruno. Also
hiring for substitutes - flexible
scheduling does not interfere with
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
or 6 ECE completed + current
ECE enrollment for all positions.
Benefits & an abundance of
growth opportunities! Please call
403.257-7326 to Thedule Oterview.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
Large 2 birrn/2 be. $7454795/ mo. Reeeerch/EdItIng/ProoffeadIng
Responsive management. Walk or
Write Now, (408) 738-0436.
ride bike to school. Very clean.
roomy & remodeled. Security type
AFFORDABLE
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
LEGAL CLINIC
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
Attorneys & Paralegals
Ample parking. We take advance Immigration &Traffic Problems
*Divorce & Bankruptcy
deposits. Call 288-9157.
" Personal Injury
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
All Legal Matters
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
(408) 286-8087
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. Student Voice Mall $7. Month.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, No more missed messages!
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR
gated covered parking, laundry Rent your own private, passwordP/T instructor for elem schools.
room.Great views! 1 blk from protected voice mail box
Degree not required. Call voice
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from (3 month minimum). Pager
mail 408-450-2411. EOE/AAE
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower notification and group boxes
available. Call today for free
297-4705.
GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOBI
recorded message. 24 hour
Join Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
access. 408.261-9880.
campaign to protect the Valley’s
failing ground water. Committed
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for WRITING ASSISTANCE any Versatile, expert staff. Fast
fundraising/community organizing. subject. Why suffer and get poor turnaround, free fax delivery.
Make a difference while making a grades when help is just a call Long experience helping ESL
Wing, 2887882. EOE
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former students. Call 800777-7901.
college teacher) assists with
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
research & writing. Tutorial also
with scheduled increases.
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
HEALTH/BEAUTY
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Convenient Peninsula location.
Full-time or Part-time
50% DISCOUNT!
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
ALI, SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Samples & references available.
FULL TRAINING
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Enhance your natural beauty!
EXCELLENT BENEFTTS
Foreigners welcome! Cali today
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
for free phone consultation:
Medical/Dental Insurance
4063793500
(415)525.0505...ask for Daniel.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Apply Mon -Fri. Sam 5pm,
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
Vanguard Security Services
Campbell, CA 95008.
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Student Discounts.
Near 101 at Sal Tomas Expressway.
Big-0-Tires, 2336 El Camino ENHANCE YOUR PERFORPAANCE
Are you tired of neck pain,
Real, Santa Clara.
headaches and low back pain
Mon- Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
from long hours of studying?
261.44 30.
Come see Dr. Galls for a
REMODELED VICTORIAN, Art P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT Free Spinal Exam. 408998-4480
Deco. Close to SJSU, very Available. Broad Academic Bascom / 280.
nice. $350 mo. Plus deposit. background in Social Science.
M/F. N/S. 298-9429.
Proficient on Mac. General
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
knowledge of library databases
Specialist. Confidential.
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS and bibliography materials.
Your ovai probe of disposable.
easy going M/F Non-smoker to Excellent References. Call:
share 2 bdrm 1 bath in quiet Wil- (415) 327-4609.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
low Glen, near It. rail. $350./mo.
2477488.
265-8553.
MEN 8 WOMEN BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or Break out of the prison of pain.
using chemicals. Let us perma- Free yourself to once again do the
2 BDRM. 1 BATH. COTTAGE. nently remove your unwanted hair. things you have always enjoyed.
Avail 9/1. Private entrance & Back- Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin - Feel better emotionally & physically.
parking. New carpet. All rail, paid. Tummy etc. Students & faculty Quick and affordable, drugless
Nonsmoker only. Close to camous S. receive 15% discount. First appt. pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
13er St $1800,/rna John 947-0974. 1/2 price if made before Dec. 31, Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, booklet on chronic pain.
2 BORM / 2 BATH, 3 blks off 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
campus. Includes water, garbage Campbell . (408)379-3500.
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
INSURANCE
avail. 5750./mo. + $600./dep. MODELS Portfolio Photography
AUTO INSURANCE
No last month. Ask about $200 Free consultation. Will trade sermove-in bonus! Call 295-5256.
Campus Insurance Service
vices. Call Michael @ 224-7548.
Special Student Programs
2 Bedroom Apirtmont $750/me
WRITING HELP. Professional
Serving SJSU for 20 years
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostSecurity type building
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
writing. Letters, reports, books. "Good Rates for Non-Good Divers"
Secure Panting
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Close In
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick, "Good Student" "Family Multioar"
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
CALL TODAY 296-5270
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERLaundry Room
FREE QUOTE
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
NO MASAI F
NO
OBUGATION
(408) 295-6893.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

SERVICES

ROOMMATES

RENTAL HOUSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

$50.00 sniorair DISCOUNTI
ASTORIA ISURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle.
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!

20 YRS PROFESSIONAL Experience.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408i 369.8614.

AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New Drivers
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver Dscount: 20%
Other Dscounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (408) 267-6067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

CALL ANNA AT 972-4992
for dependable, professions
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, resumes, group
projects. etc. Transcription.
Free spelling and grammatica
editing. Free storage. Fax
machine. One -day turnaround
on most work. 8am to 7pm.

51511 STUDENT INSURANCE
No one can hang with our rates.
Call the others first.
OR
Save Time & Money
and Call Us Now!
408.246-6644 ask for Randy,
or page 408-951-8003 anytime!
*Can’t get away’? I’ll go to you!

TRAVEL
HITCH THE SKIES!!
Europe $249.
Hawaii / Chicago $129.
Call For Free Program DescriptMn
AIRHITCH8
1-806397-1098

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses. term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
HAYWARDFREMONTLINION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504,
I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie 445-0707.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

El=21[11MOODOODEDOODEIEEIDEIDEIDOEIDOCI
DEIEODOCIOMMEIEOMMEIEJEMMODOD
EIDEOCIDEIDEMODEIDOOMEIDODOCIMEJCIO
DOITMEEIODOEIMOOMODECOODOMEM
Ad Rates: 3-line

Minimum
Two Throe
One
Days
Days
Owl
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
4 Moe
$10
$6
$8
$7
$9
$11
5 linos
$12
hives
$10
$8
$1 for each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Flee Address
Days
$13 CA, aate
$14
Faxre
$15
$18
Send check a money order to

After the fifth day, rage Increases by $t per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70

10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Please check
one classification:
craft)

Spartan Daily Slaaalltads
San Joao Slat* Univ
Sank.% CA 961921172
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 934-3277

Tapes. Grapf s. it, chart,
Will also edit disks.
600 op Laser Printing
Res r-estCover Letters
International Students Welconts
IC ^
fru, camps,s,

SCHOtARSHPS
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
Lea, now To ,,c te known
grants ang scholarships on
your own or by uSing a low
cost matching service. Call
1-900443-1145 Eta. A 153. Cost
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute call.
Must be 18 or older. trifoservice.
Los Angeles, CA.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!
Money is warring for you right now
from Private Scholarships, Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum.
For FREE Literature and
application package,
CALL NOW! 408.292-2400
leave name, address, phone.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. VA*
Term papers Group projects
Thesis Letters Appfications
FresLrnes *Tape transcription. etc.
Naising/Math/Seience/Engirsh. SS BILLIONS available for your
Laser printer. Days & iver ngs. education 31i Students qualify!
Pee message 800j 666-GRAD.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658

WORD PROCESSING
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Gum Projects, Resumes. Letters,
Manuscripts, etc, WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser& All formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). Plus
Save Addltionel10%Per Referral!

_
_ATIONAL / _ENCY RATES CALI 408-924-3277
Fool N

Name

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available.
Mastersor,’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul a Virginia 408-251-0449

CALL MARCIA 266-9448
for woro Proce5s
Setv,"..es
Edit & Fa- at Soet.ia,s
These. ’Proems "re,- Pa:_te.s
APA Turablan MLA

_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages* _Roommates*
_Real Estate
_Events*
_Announcements. _Services
_Lost and Found*. _Health/Beauty
_Ride Share*
_Volunteers.
.,..For Sale.
_insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment*
_Trave
_Electronics*
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Processing
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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1 Fall mo
5 Baby buggy
9 Mom’s mate
12 Entreaty
13 -Jane -"
14 Furicus
17 First Man
18- My lipS!
19 Subscribe again
20 Pick
22 Clinging
crustacean
24 Feminine title
25’- Miss Brooks"
27 Boy
28 Overhead trails
29 Bit of greenery
31 Sort
33 Art Material
37 Ark builder
41 Poker stakes
42 Dead heat
43 Zodiac sign
44 Comedienne
Martha 45 Making a guess
47 Block a stream
49 Tears one’s
stockings
50 Compete in a
slalom
53 Big shot. for
short
55 Her
56 Quaker’s "your’
59 Roving one
62 Jughead’s
friend
64 Passion
65 Saved
67 Singer Home
68 Floods the
market
69 Dutch cheese
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72 Pepsi or Coke
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Son sacrifices Mineta earthquake bill expected to win First American dies
millions, family
in Haitian occupation
for love of life
SANTA ANA (AP) He came
Southern
of
one
from
California’s wealthiest families,
and she was the seventh of nine
children from a working-class
suburb of Boston.
His mother opposed the
match, threatening to disown
him and leaving him with the
an
losing
of
prospect
at
estimated
inheritance
$100
around
somewhere
million.
Did love conquer all, or a
least a whole lot?
"I always felt that people who
didn’t take a chance on
something they believed in
were losers." said Morton
Smith. son of Orange County
land heiress Joan Irvine Smith.
The 29-year-old securities
broker settled in Huntington
Beach with bride Marianne
Campbell this week, and the
couple talked with a reporter
from The Orange County
Register after their Canadian
honeymoon.
"I did the right thing as far as
my heart told me," Smith said.
Joan Irvine Smith, matron of
a family that once owned most
of Orange County, has given
millions to the University of
California, Irvine, and recently
opened her own museum
impressionist
displaying
paintings of California.
Each spring, she is host to
the Oaks Classic, a charity
equestrian competition at her
San Juan Capistrano ranch. In
1993, the family was among
Forbes’ magazine’s 400 richest.
Morton Smith and others
have estimated his mother’s
fortune at about $500 million.
Her attorney declined to
comment on her will.
"I could not encourage this
marriage." she said in a
prepared statement. "And I fear
that it may provide a continuing
cause of estrangement of
Morton from the rest of our
family."
Mrs. Smith didn’t attend the
Sept. 16 wedding in Huntington
Beach. Also absent were
Morton’s father, Morton Cappy
Smith, and two half-brothers.
parents,
Marianne’s
James
and
Antoinette
Campbell, did attend, along
with Morton’s half-sister, Alletta
Cooper.
Morton and Marianne met 10
years ago at the University of
Rhode Island, but they had
dated for a while before she
learned of his background.
Now a children’s nurse, the
bride said her relationship with
Morton’s mother was rocky
from the start.
"She didn’t like the way I
dressed. She was determined to
get me a whole new wardrobe,"
Campbell said. For years, there
were beautiful gifts. Campbell
was welcomed at Smith’s ranch
and the family farm in
Middleburg, Va.
"Not everything goes with
Joan Irvine Smith, you have to
maintain a certain amount of
decorum around her," said best
man Jeff Fink, who works in the
sports book of a Las Vegas
casino.
When Morton proposed last
year, the couple said, word
came that Morton was not
welcome in his mother’s
Emerald Bay house, and the
locks were changed.
His things from the farm in
Middleburg were packed up
and sent to California. And
finally, Mom offered the
ultimatum: "She said, ’If you
pick her, you’re out of the
family," Morton Smith recalled.
"It was kind of like Gadhali
drawing the line of death. Then
I’d cross the line and she’d
draw a new one in the sand," he
said. "It’s pretty scary to have
Joan mad at you. Everyone was
scared but me.
"I’m an Irvine, I can take it,"
he said. "I don’t have anything
’financial’ to show for It, but
breeding goes a long way."
Marianne said she didn’t care
about the inheritance.

SAN JOSE (AP) Only one
in four Californians has
earthquake insurance, and a
bill unveiled by U.S. Rep. Norm
Mineta of San Jose aims at
covering the rest.
Natural
Disaster
The
Protection Partnership Act is
due to go before the House
Works
and
Public
Transportation Committee on
today, and is expected to win
approval, Mineta aide Eric
Federing said Tuesday.
Mineta chairs the committee.
The bill would also cover

residents of hurricane-prone
areas,
the
Democratic
congressman said.
"We all know earthquakes
will be part of our future,"
Mineta
said.
"But
their
inevitability does not have to
mean a massive financial
trauma for homeowners."
High prices and the refusal of
many private companies to
write disaster policies has all
but eliminated the availability
of insurance for most people,
he said.
The bill would create a $30

billion pool of premiums paid
by homeowners, and allow the
pool to borrow money if that
ran out. By increasing the
number contributing, the pool
could offer substantially lower
rates, Mineta said.
One effect of the program
would be to reduce federal
disaster assistance payments
following an earthquake, he
noted. The 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake cost the federal
government $6.4 billion, and
the
January
quake
in
Northridge $8.6 billion.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
An
American soldier was
found shot to death Tuesday in
the capital, the U.S. Embassy
said.
The unidentified soldier is
the first death among American
troops since the United States
intervened on Sept. 19 to
restore Haiti’s deposed leaders.
"They found him dead," an

embassy aid said. "They don’t
know if this was a sniper or
self-inflicted."
He said it was "highly unlikely" that it was suicide.
Department
State
A
spokesperson said U.S. officials
had not ruled out the possibility
of an accident, but that
circumstances of the incident
still are unclear.
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